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Purpose: Construction of an accurate and easy-to-use power semiconductor model 
for virtual production and verification of power electronics equipment utilizing 
simulation technology

Simulation（Analysis）

Cooler
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Step.1
Import the actual measurement data (𝐼D vs. 𝑉DS).  
Extract the values of the variables Func1, Func2, and 
Func3 in the basic model formula for each 𝑉GS data. 

Step.2
Model the extracted Func1, Func2, Func3 data with a 
Gaussian function as a function of 𝑉GS . 

Step.3
Replace Func1 ~ 3 model with basic model formula. 

Power semiconductor model is completed

Modeling method（@MATLAB）

1. Building an ID-VDS model for power semiconductor devices

Target:1.2kV-Full SiC module

Power semiconductor module
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Step.1
Import the actual measurement data (𝐼D vs. 𝑉DS).  
Extract the values of the variables Func1, Func2, and 
Func3 in the basic model formula for each 𝑉GS data. 

Basic model 
formula:

𝐼 = 𝑓 𝐅𝐮𝐧𝐜𝟏,𝐅𝐮𝐧𝐜𝟐,𝐅𝐮𝐧𝐜𝟑,

= 𝐅𝐮𝐧𝐜𝟏 × 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ 𝐅𝐮𝐧𝐜𝟐 × 𝑉DS ⋯ + ⋯

𝑉 = 1~17 V

Step.2
Model the extracted Func1, Func2, Func3 data with a 
Gaussian function as a function of 𝑉GS . 

Func1 = 𝐀𝟏 × 𝑒
𝑽𝐆𝐒 𝐁𝟏

𝐂𝟏𝒊

Func2 = 𝐀𝟐 × 𝑒
𝑽𝐆𝐒 𝐁𝟐

𝐂𝟐𝒊

Func3 = 𝐀𝟑 × 𝑒
𝑽𝐆𝐒 𝐁𝟑

𝐂𝟑𝒊

𝐀𝟏 ～𝐂𝟑
: Constant parameter

Extracted data

Modeling result

Target:1.2kV-Full SiC module

＊Fitting measured data with Func1,2,3.
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Step.3
Replace Func1 ~ 3 model with basic model formula. 

𝐼 , = 𝑓
, , ,

Compare the 
measured data with 
the model

RMSE

=
1

𝑖
𝐼

.実測 − 𝐼
.モデル

Mean square error between 
measured data and model

Target:1.2kV-Full SiC module

＊Power semiconductor model is completed
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①Measuring switching waveforms 
using a test circuit

2. Matching the switching characteristics of the model with those of the 
semiconductor device
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②Add tuning parameters to the model

Add tuning parameters to ID-VDS models, CGS models, 
CDG models

③Set objective function for tuning

Configuration of the test circuit

④The objective function is minimized by 
simulated annealing.

always off

Measurement: DUT
Analysis: Device model

Calculating the difference between the measured waveform and 
the analysis waveform for the following items under each current 
condition.

RMSE IG: Error between measurement and analysis IG
RMSE VG: Error between measurement and analysis VG

RMSE dID/dt: Error between measurement and analysis dID/dt
RMSE dVDs/dt: Error between measurement and analysis dVDs/dt

The objective function consists of a total of eight factors that 
take into account turn-on and turn-off.



Comparison of measurement and analysis (turn-on)
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Black line: Without tuning parameters
Color line: With tuning parameters 
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Comparison of measurement and analysis (turn-off)
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